Abstract. Transaction cost was an important factor in the financial market. According to the situation of the underdeveloped market, we proposed a mean-variance portfolio selection model with nonsmooth concave transaction costs. This is nonsmooth programming problem. The paper proposed the subsection method and pivoting algorithm to solve it, and proved these algorithms convergent. Finally, according to annual yields of six kinds of securities in eight years, we solved the mean-variance portfolio optimal strategy with nonsmooth concave transaction costs. The example was given to illustrate the efficiency of the algorithms, which offered a new way to solve the problems of nonsmooth programming.
Introduction
Markowitz [1, 2] proposed the standard mean-variance model which laid the foundation of the optimal portfolio strategy. The model introduced that the variance measured risks. However, the model didn't consider the transaction cost in the process of investment. In fact, transaction cost is one of the important factors in the financial market, and neglecting it could lead to the inefficient portfolio selection (Yoshimoto [3] ). In recent years, many scholars discussed the portfolio selection of transaction cost. For example, Jason [4] studied three kinds of mean-variance portfolio models with no-convex transaction cost by heuristic. Li and Wang [5] , Tang [6] , Rong et al. [7] studied the optimized solution of portfolio selection model with linear transaction cost by using interactive method, tree algorithm and fuzzy algorithm respectively. Zhang and Zhang [8] studied the mean-variance portfolio selection model of convex transaction cost with the application of pivoting algorithm.
In the actual market, the trading volume is in inverse proportion to the unit transaction cost. And unit transaction cost declines with the rise of volume. In other words, transaction cost function is a nonsmooth (continuous and non-differentiable) concave function. This paper proposed the mean-variance portfolio model with the nonsmooth concave transaction costs. Meanwhile this is nonsmooth programming problem. We will solve the problem by using subsection method and pivoting algorithm.
Symbols and Introductions
As a matter of convenience, we assume that assets are infinitely divisible. With n assets to choose from, the yield of the i-th asset is R i (random variable). And its expectation is r i = E (R i ), setting R = (R 1 
, x (2) and real number a, (0 < a < 1) in D, there is c (ax (1) 
) We will Say that c(x) is the concave function defined on D.
The Mean-variance Portfolio Model with the Nonsmooth Concave Transaction Cost
Assuming transaction cost function of the i-th asset is nonsmooth concave, as shown in Figure 1 . A mean-variance portfolio model with nonsmooth concave transaction costs is shown as follows:
(1) Model (1)is a nonsmooth concave programming problem with linear constraints. c i (x i ) which can be fit by linear function, is a non-differential and concave function, as shown in Figure 2 . where line OB is (1) could transform into the model which is shown as follows:
Theorem 1. Let x respectively be the feasible solution of model (1) and model (2), then
Theorem has been proved. Assuming the optimal solution of model (2) 
ε is any small positive number) (4) then x 0 is the approximate solution of model (1).What's more,the error is less than or equal to ε.
Theorem 2. Let x*, x
0 respectively be the optimal solution of model (1) and model (2), then
0 is the optimal solution of model (2), x 0 is the feasible solution of model (1) .And x* is the optimal solution of model (1), so f(x
,the solution of model (1) 
X2={x as/2≤ xs ≤ as, 0≤ xj ≤ aj, j≠s} (8) The transaction cost function of xs can use linear function of cs1(xs1)and cs2(xs2) to fit, as shown in Figure 3 . Step 1:
Step 2: If P = {φ}, then turn Step 9, otherwise turn Step 3.
Step 3: Choose a problem (P k )∈P min f(x)
The following mathematical programming can be transformed into:
Solve Q k [9, 12] by using pivoting algorithm. 
Step 5: Turn Step 7 if
Step 6.
Step 6:
Step 7: Turn Step 2 if
, otherwise turn Step 8.
Step 8: Make the following assumptions: c s (
, and turn Step 3.
Step 9: Stop calculating and Solve: Calculate the arithmetic average of yield on each security, as shown in Figure 2 : Calculate covariance matrix of samples, the results are as follows: From Table 3 , the optimal purchase proportion of investors whose expected return rate is 0.1250, is 37.29%, 52.54% and 10.17% respectively to the first asset, the third asset, the fifth asset. Meanwhile, we could figure out the optimal investment strategy corresponding to expected yield of the other portfolio selection.
Conclusions
Transaction costs are widespread, and its function is nonsmooth concave normally in the situation of the underdeveloped market, thus the research makes investment analysis closer to reality. The paper proposed a mean-variance portfolio selection model with nonsmooth concave transaction costs. This is nonsmooth programming problem. Combining subsection method with pivoting algorithm, we solved it and proved these algorithms is convergent, which offers a new way to solve the problems of nonsmooth programming.
